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White Paper

Executive Summary
In CATIA V5, customizations & interactions performed by the user is stored
and remembered in the form of Settings called CATSettings. CATIA basically
fetches required information from its settings, which makes it convenient to use.
This paper covers the information regarding:
 Different types of CATIA Settings & its use
 How it gets generated & where they get stored
 How to import and export CATIA Settings
 Compatibility of CATIA settings
 Recommendations, etc.
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This paper is intended for Administrators and users of CATIA.
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1. Introduction
Every software captures its user’s interactions. Normally it gets stored in certain log files,
these files are used to ensure that user’s preferences/selection remembered for subsequent
operations. CATIA too stores its designers’ preferences.
In CATIA users’ preferences are saved in a log files knows as CATIA Settings or
CATSettigns. Various interactions performed under Tools > Option menu & other
preferences like Toolbar locations, starting windows, licensing information etc. gets stored in
CATSettings.
Everything user does inside CATIA affects CATSettings (directly or indirectly) and vice
versa, hence it is important to know about it in detail.
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CATSettings are stored, normally on local hard drive. They are retained between sessions,
and therefore will not change unless intentionally altered or deleted.
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2. Types of CATIA Settings
Settings store session customization mostly edited under the Tools-Options command. They
can be administrated so that a group of users use the same configuration and cannot modify
it.
These settings can be found in two folders named as “CATUserSettingPath” &
“CATReferenceSettingPath”. Path to these folders is stored in ‘CATUserSettingPath’ &
‘CATReferenceSettingPath’ environment variables found in environment file.
There are several ways to generate these CATSettings, depending on this they are further
classified as ‘User Settings’ and ‘Reference settings’.
Let’s have a look on both the types:

2.1.1. User settings:

CATSettings modify the behavior of the application whereas the CATPreferences is only a
memory of a user interaction. CATPreferences are not administrated.

2.1.2. Reference settings:
This type of settings gets generated when we launch CATIA in Administration mode.
Generally in every organization certain norms, standards, or certain standard practices are
followed. We can use Reference CATSettings to ensure that every designer follows it. Admin
can create these types of settings where he can preset value of some options. Further admin
has control to decide whether user is allowed to change value of these settings.
CATPreferences files generated by admin are not usable for users, hence it can’t be
administered.
Further admin can make user refer different sets of CATReferenceSetting simultaneously.
While user referring different sets of CATSettings simultaneously, CATIA’s CATSettings
inheritance mechanism order of preference amongst the different sets of available
CATSettings. Inheritance mechanism is explained in later part of this whitepaper.
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This type of settings gets generated when we launch CATIA in User mode.
In CATUserSettingPath folder, two types of files are present; ‘.CATSettings’ and
‘.CATPreferences’. ‘.CATSettings’ files stores changes done by user with Tools > Options
menu. ‘.CATPreferences’ files stores user’s preferences, e.g. last value used to define limit
of pad, Radius value for fillet etc.
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3. Methods to create CATIA Settings
There are two methods to create CATIA Settings.
A. Using ‘Tools > Options’ in CATIA session.
B. Specifying settings without running CATIA session
Let’s see one by one in detail.
Using ‘Tools > Options” in CATIA session:
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The options can be set using Tools > Options in a running session,

The left hand column contains a list of categories used for organizing the different groups’ of
settings. The first level node represents the categories such as general, Infrastructure,
Mechanical Design, Shape Design, and so on. Except ‘General’ category, all the categories
listed here are same as those listed in ‘Start’ menu. The second level nodes represent the
subcategories for specific solutions. To access the settings for a specific configuration, click
“+” to display the subcategories, clicking on the subcategories displays the settings tabs for
that subcategory.
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3.1.

Generating settings without running a session:

3.1.1.Using ‘CATOptionsMgt’ window:
A) On windows:
You need to open command prompt (Start>All Programs>Accessories>Command Prompt)
to use this method.
In command console change current directory to bin folder,
By default the folder is:
..\win_b64\code\bin (64-bit code on windows, x64 edition)
..\intel_a\code\bin (32-bit code on windows, x64 Edition).
Enter the command:

Catstart –run CATOptionsMgt –env envname
Or
To set Reference settings:
Catstart –run “CATOptionsMgt –admin” –env envname,
Where “envname” is the name of the environment

B) On UNIX:
1. Log on as root user and open terminal.
2. Enter command:
UNIXInstallPath/OS/code/command/catstart -run CATOptionsMgt
or:
UNIXInstallPath/OS/code/command/catstart -run "CATOptionsMgt -admin"
to run the command in administration mode.
If you have several runtime environments on your computer, you can select the environment
by entering the following command:
catstart -run "CATOptionsMgt -admin" -env envname
where "envname" is the name of the environment

7
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To set User settings:
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Using ‘Start Menu’:
Option dialog box can be accessed using ‘Start > Programs > CATIA Tools menu, and
running the Settings Management command.
The Option dialog box is displayed.
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This function is useful for the administrators because it allows setting up user settings
without starting an interactive session.
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4. Method to lock CATIA Settings
Generally in any organization certain norms, standards, or certain standard practices are
followed. We can use Reference CATSettings to ensure that every designer follows it. Admin
can create these types of settings where he can pre-set value of some options. Further
admin has control to lock these settings.
Let’s understand how to lock the settings with following example:
1. Launch CATIA in Administration mode.
2. a) Go to Tools > Options menu and in ‘Data Save’ change the ‘Automatic backup time to
‘20’minutes from ‘30’ minutes.
b) In ‘Disconnection’, Change the Value of Automatic disconnection time to 60 minutes from
as
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30 minutes and press
Icon to lock the settings. Note that the Icon is changed to
shown in following image.

3. Restart the CATIA in User mode and go to Tools/options.
4. a) It can be seen that the default value for ‘Automatic backup’ is changed to ‘20’ minutes
and it can be edited by the user if required.
b) For ‘Disconnection’, the value is changed to ‘60’ but user can’t edit it.

So in this way ‘Admin’ can preset the default values for settings & also ‘Admin’ has privilege
to lock the required settings if any.
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5. Creating Dump of CATIA Settings.
Many settings can be managed & administered through micros this can be achieved by
‘Creating Dump of CATsettings’ into ‘.CATvbs’ format. This enables to record the current
settings, modify the settings values or lock the required settings and apply the customization
without referring to ‘Tools > Option’.
Following can be achieved by dump of CATIA settings

Read the CATSettings & options values
-

Retrieve given setting
Compare different settings
Compare different configurations by comparing the macros

Refer the Following procedure for creating dump of CATIA settings:
at the bottom left for
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The Tools->Options... dialog box contains a dump button
dumping settings to a .catvbs script file:

Click the dump button to open following dialog box, then specify which settings to dump, the
output directory to store this dump, and then click ‘Yes’:
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 Of this property page. One macro is created for this property page
 For the selected workbench only. This option is grayed in the example above since
the displayed property page is associated with a solution, named "General", and not
with a specific workbench. If this option were not grayed out, a set of macros would
be created, one for each property page associated with the selected workbench
 For the selected solution only. A set of macros is created, one for each property
page associated with the selected solution. In the example above, a macro is created
for General, another one for Help, another one for Shareable Products, and so on
 For the selected solution and its associated workbenches. A set of macros is
created, one for each property page associated with the selected solution and for all
its associated workbenches. In the example above, a macro is created for each
property page of the General solution, and for each property page of the four
workbenches Display, Compatibility, Parameters and Measure, and Devices and
Virtual Reality
 For all the property pages. A set of macro is created, one for each property page
whatever its associated solution or workbench.
The resulting macro recover settings values: the values are represented as comments in the
macro. This function is only implemented on limited number of settings tab pages. For the
other tab pages, the dump command creates an empty ‘CATvbs’ file.
The CATbvs files are by default stored in C:\Documents and Settings\user\Local
Settings\Temp with Windows & named according to the solution, workbench and tab page
names by a dash character. If a space character appears in a name, it replaced with an
underscore “_”.
For example: The CATbvs file created from the ‘Tree appearance’ tab page located in the
‘Display’ workbench of ‘General’ solution will be named as ‘General-DisplayTree_Appearance.catvbs’ file.

11
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Chose the appropriate option to create dump/macro;
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6. Resetting the settings to default settings
When session is started for first time, default settings are created by CATIA. After changing
those default settings using Tools > options, modified settings gets created.
There are two methods to reset the settings value to default value.
Method 1:
By using following procedure modified settings can be restored to default settings.
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Go to ‘Tools > Options’, options windows will pop up as shown in following image:

A button for resetting parameter is placed at the left-bottom of options window named as
‘Resets parameters to default ones’, press this button. Reset window will pop showing
multiple options, as follows:
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 for this tabpage: restores the default settings for all options on the current tab
 for the selected workbench only: restores the default settings for all options on all
categories in a selected workbench (included in a solution)
 for the selected solution only: restores the default settings for all options for the
selected solution
 for the selected solution and its associated workbenches: restores the default
settings for all options on all categories of a selected solution and associated
workbenches (included in a solution)
 for all the tabpages: restores the default settings for all options, on all tabs, and for
all solutions.
1. Reference settings can be reset to default settings by administrator only. Only settings will
be reset to default value, if any locked settings present, it will get restored to default value
however lock status will remain.
2. Only settings those are associated with ‘Tools > Options’ can be reset to default ones,
settings those comes by any other means like Toolbar location setting or preferences will not
get reset using this method.

Method2:
User can simply delete existing CATSettings, however user need to close existing CATIA
session before deletion. When we restart CATIA, it will get start with default settings.

13
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The options are as follows:
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7. Information stored in CATIA Settings
Following list will give overview of which information usually gets stored in which
CATSetting. Please note that, apart from options listed here, these CATSettings may be
used to store other information too. We used CATIA V5-6R2014 level to summarize this
information.

Table 5.1: Information stored in CATSetting files

05
06

07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21

24
25
26
27

Tools / options / …..Interactions
Digital Mockup / DMU Navigator / …
Mechanical Design / Assembly / …
General / Compatibility / 3D XML
Infrastructure / Catalog editor or
Catalog Browser
Options > General / Licensing
user settings in the Drafting
Workbench
Options > General / Compatibility /
DXF
Options > Infrastructure / Cache
Management
Options > General / Compatibility /
IGES 2D
Options / General /Compatibility /
IGES
Mechanical Design / Part Design
Infrastructure / Product Structre
Options > General / Statistics
Options > Infrastructure / 3D
Annotations Infrastructure
Options > General / Compatibility /
CCD
Custom Colors (Custom Color
Table)
Options > General / Parameters and
Measures / Units
Digital Mockup / DMU Space
Analysis / DMU Clash – Process
Options > General / Parameters and
Measures / Parameters Tolerance
Options > General / Parameters and
Measures / Constraints and
Dimensions
Positions of the toolbars
Options > General / Compatibility /
VRML
settings to possibly subsequent
warm start
Options > General / General

14

Settings created
4DNavigator.CATSettings
Assembly.CATSettings
CAT3DXml.CATSettings
CatalogOption.CATSettings
CatalogEditor.CATSettings
CATAutoLogoff.CATSettings
DraftingSession.CATSettings
Draftingoption.CATSettings
CATDrawing.CATSettings
DXF.CATSettings
CATIAV5Cache.CATSettings
IG2.CATSettings
IGES.CATSettings
PartDocument.CATSettings
Part.CATSettings
CATProduct.CATSettings
CATStatistics.CATSettings
CATTPSEditor.CATSettings
CCDImport_Settings.CATSettings
CColors.CATSettings
Cke.CATSettings
Clash.CATSettings
CkeTolerance.CATSettings
Constraint.CATSettings

SettingsDialog.CATSettings
VrmlFormat.CATSettings
WarmStart.CATSettings
CATMemWarning.CATSettings
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Sr. No.
01
02
03
04
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54

(Memory Warning)
Options > General / Help
Options > Mechanical Design /
Drafting
Interactive settings in the Drafting
workbench
Options > General / Shareable
Products
Toolbar definitions icons for
commands ( Customize. . )
Language, keyboard commands (
Customize. . )
Options > General / PCS (Undo
settings)
Options > General / Compatibility /
V4/V5 SPACE
Options > General / Devices and
Virtual Reality / Devices
Options > General / Compatibility /
V4 Data Reading
Options > General / Parameters and
Measures / Knowledge + Knowledge
Environment
Options > General / Display / Layer
Filter
Options > General / General /
Licensing
Options > General / Display / Line
Type
Current Value Graph Zoom
Options > Infrastructure / Material
Library / Material
Options > General / Parameters and
Measures / Measure Tools
Options > General / Compatibility /
Migration Batch
list of recently opened files ( under
the File menu)
Direct interface to other CAD
systems
Options > Infrastructure / Product
Structure / Nodes Customization
Options > General / Parameters and
Measures / Units
Options > Infrastructure / Part
Infrastructure / Display , General
(Update)
Options > Infrastructure / Part
Infrastructure / Part Document
settings of printers and Capture
Options
Options > General / Printers
Options > Infrastructure / Product
Structure / Product Structure
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DocView.CATSettings
DraftingOptions.CATSettings
DraftingSession.CATSettings
DynLicensing.CATSettings
FrameConfig.CATSettings
FrameGeneral.CATSettings
GeneralPerformances.CATSettings
GeometrybV4ToV5.CATSettings
VRCommands.CATSettings
Interoperability.CATSettings
Knowledge.CATSettings

LayersFilter.CATSettings
Licensing.CATSettings
LinetypeRepository.CATSettings
LowGraph.CATSettings
MaterialOptionsSettings.CATSettings
MeasureSettings.CATSettings
MigrBatch.CATSettings
MRU.CATSettings
MultiCAD.CATSettings
NodeCustomize.CATSettings
NumberDisplay.CATSettings
Part.CATSettings

PartDocument.CATSettings
Print.CATSettings
Printers.CATSettings
ProductStructure.CATSettings
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57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

70
71
72
73
74
75
76

77

78
79
80

Options > General / Graphics format
Options > General / Parameters and
Measures / Report Generation
Options > General / Macros
Options > General / Search
favorite list of Search
Last entries at Search
Options > Mechanical Design /
Assembly Design / DMU Sectioning
Options > Infrastructure / Part
Infrastructure / General ( and others)
Settings of File / Send to...
Last viewed tab in Tools / Options...
Catalog Editor : Published Catalog
features
Options > Shape / Generative
Shape Design
Options > Mechanical Design /
Sketcher / Sketcher
Options > General / Compatibility /
V4/V5 SPEC
Options > General / Document /
Linked Document Localization (
UUID + status)
Options > General / Devices and
Virtual Reality / Tablet Support
Options > General / Display /
Thickness & Font
Editor Multi List
Options > General / Display / Tree
Manipulation
Options > General / Compatibility /
Saving as V4 Data
Options > General / Devices and
Virtual Reality / Devices
Options > General / Devices and
Virtual Reality / Devices (Cluster
Options)
Options > General / display /
navigation + performance +
visualization
Options > Infrastructure / Product
Structure / Product Visualization
settings of the current layer filter
settings of the buttons on Space
Mouse
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Publish.CATSettings
Report.CATSettings
Scripting.CATSettings
Search.CATSettings
SearchFavoriteQueries.CATSettings
SearchQueryMRU.CATSettings
SectioningRepository.CATSettings
SelectSettings.CATSettings
SendTo.CATSettings
SettingsDialog.CATSettings
SettingsPublishCatalogPath.CATSettings
ShapeDesign.CATSettings
Sketcher.CATSettings
SpecifV4ToV5.CATSettings
SymbolicLinks.CATSettings

TabletSupport.CATSettings
ThicknessRepository.CATSettings
TreeCustomize.CATSettings
Tree.CATSettings
V4Writing.CATSettings
VirtualReality.CATSettings
VisualizationCluster.CATSettings

VisualizationRepository.CATSettings

VisuCustomize.CATSettings
VisuFilters.CATSettings
VRButtonCustomize.CATSettings

3DS.COM © Dassault Systèmes
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56
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CATPreferences:
Following list will give overview on which user preferences usually gets stored in which
CATPreferences. Please note that, apart from CATPreferences listed here, respective
CATPreferences may store other information too. Also this is non exhaustive list of
CATPreferences files, there can be few more CATPreferences exists.

SR. NO

Interactions

Preferences files.

1

Assembly design w/b

AssemblyDesign.CATPreferences

2

New Drawing creation

DftNewDrawingEx.CATPreferences

3

Drafting session

DraftingSession.CATPreferences

4

Knowledgeware

KnowledgeDialogs.CATPreferences

5

Part Design

PartInfrastructure.CATPreferences

6

Save management

SaveMgmtPatternRepos.CATPreferences

7

Tools / Options

ToolsOptions.CATPreferences

17
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Table 5.2: Information stored in CATPreferences files.
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8. Methods to exchange the CATIA Settings
CATsettings can be exchanged from one user to another, depending on the use it has two
method:

8.1.

Using CCP (Cut / Copy-Paste) command in windows:

CATSettings can be copied from one folder to another folder or from one location to another
location/ Machine etc., using windows copy/Paste functionality.

8.2.

Using Export / Import of settings to / from XML file:

- This functionality is another means of capturing the state of configuration settings at a
specific point in time, for the purpose of restoring the same setting for another configuration.
- Once CATSettings converted to XML they can be compared with each other.
- Sometimes, as CATSettings are binary files it is not possible to send to other location
because of restrictions of database or transfer method in such cases this functionality is
helpful.

8.2.1. Method to export CATSettings into XML file:
‘CATBatGenXMLSet’ is a command used to generate xml file of a CATSetting. You can find
this command at ‘installation_path\win_b64\code\bin’
Following is the procedure to export respective CATSettings into ‘xml’ format.
1) Change to the default folder in which folder product is installed.
2) Enter following command:
CATBatGenXMLSet <Outpur_directory> <SettingsName> <CATIA mode>
The arguments are:
Output_directory: Name of the directly where the XML file will be stored.
SettingName: Name of the CATSettings file (without the .CATSettings extension) to be
exported.
Mode: Optional argument, Specify –admin in order to consider ‘Reference setting’ and
create XML file.
By default i.e. when no mode defined, it considers the user settings as input and XML
creates and Name of the created XML file will be SettingName.xml

18
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By using following command CATSettings can be exported and imported to and from XML.
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Example:

This information is stored in settings named ‘CATMemWarning.CATSetting’.
2) Change to the default folder in which folder product is installed, and enter the command
as shown below:
CATBatGenXMLSet C:/User/XML CATMemWarning
XML file named ‘CATMemWarning.xml’ will be generated at location mentioned, following is
details of generated xml file:

19
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1) Go to Tools / Options and in ‘Memory warning’ section, change the ‘Tringger memory
warning at (90 %) from (70 %) as shown in following image.
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8.2.2. Method to Import XML file into CATSettings:
‘CATBatImpXMLSet’ is a command used to create CATSetting from respective ‘xml’ file.
Following is the procedure to import the xml file into respective CATSetting.
1) Enter the command as follows:
CATBatImpXMLset <XML_file> <Mode>
Arguments:
XML_File: Path of the XML file to import into the current V5 environment. Example:
C:/User/XML/CATMemWarning.xml
Mode: Optional argument, specify –admin to generate ‘Reference setting ‘at the path pointed
by ‘CATReferanceSettingPath’ variable.
By default i.e. when no mode is specified it will generate ‘User setting’ at the path pointed by
‘CATUserSettingPath’ variable.
After either exporting or Importing settings files, a message will appears confirming
that conversion is successful, same below :

‘Settings ABC has XYZ attributes successfully exported/ Imported’
Where “ABC” is setting file name and “XYZ” is the number of attributes.



If exported file is already present, previous file will be overwritten by newer one.
Certain settings files may be empty. If attempt to export an empty settings file, following
message will be displayed:

‘Setting ‘ABC’ is empty’.


Certain attributes in certain settings files, when exported to XML format, cannot be
converted to text. The following is a non-exhaustive list identifying such settings file:

i. FrameConfig.CATSettings
ii. FrameGeneral.CATSettings
iii. DLNames.CATSettings
iv. CDMA_PSMapping.CATSettings.
Exporting these settings files to XML format renders them unusable.

20
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9. Compatibility
9.1.

Upward compatibility:

Setting files are upward compatible. It can be used by simply copy and paste the settings
from previous release to the new release settings file.

9.2.

Downward compatibility:

Settings files are not downward compatible. If setting files from higher release to lower
release is used, it becomes unusable & ‘.OUT’ will be added to previous name.
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Example: ‘abc.CATsetting’ will be replaced by ‘abc.CATSetting.OUT’
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10. Concatenation Mechanism
This section contains a comprehensive scenario illustrating how the setting concatenation
and inheritance mechanism works.

The scenario involves one end user and two administration levels, explains what happens
when both administrators successively set, explicitly modify, lock and unlock settings, and
describes the impact on the end user inheriting these settings and who in turn explicitly
modifies and resets settings.
The scenario presents a list of tables containing settings visible to or specified by
Administrators 0 and 1, and visible to or specified by the User.

Legend
Black: unlocked values inherited from the higher administration level, or from software
defaults
Blue: explicitly modified values

Red: inherited locked values
(X, Y, Z) this expression represents the state of the setting where:






X represents the administration level where the value has been set:
o 0 or 1 (meaning Admin 0 or Admin 1): specifies the level where the setting
has been set in the administration concatenation. "0" means that the highest
level administrator has set this setting.
o D means Default value: this means that no one has set this setting and thus
the value is the code default value.
Y represents the administration level where the setting has been locked:
o 0 or 1 (meaning Admin 0 or Admin 1): specifies the level where the setting
has been locked in the administration concatenation. 0 means that the
administrator of highest level has locked this setting. The level X and Y can
be different. In this case, we have necessary X <= Y.
o U is for Unlocked meaning that the parameter has not been locked
Z specifies if the parameter has been explicitly modified at the current level by the
logged user (or administrator):
o T for TRUE meaning that the value has been explicitly modified and thus is
not inherited
o F for FALSE meaning that the current value of the setting is inherited from
an administrator.

22
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Orange: values locked by the current administrator
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1. The initial status of the settings after installation is:
Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 a1 (D, U, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 a1 (D, U, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
User

a1 (D, U, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)

The settings visible to Admin 0, Admin 1 and User are identical: they are the default values
provided by the software.

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 b1 (D, U, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
User

b1 (D, U, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)

Admin 1 and User inherit the value b1.
3. User explicitly changes Setting 2 to value b2:
Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 b1 (D, U, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
User

b1 (D, U, F) b2 (D, U, T) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)

23
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2. Admin 0 explicitly changes Setting 1 to value b1:
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4. Admin 1 explicitly changes Setting 2 to value c2 and Setting 3 to value b3:
Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 b1 (0, U, F) c2 (D, U, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

b1 (0, U, F) b2 (1, U, T) b3 (1, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)

5. The User then resets the settings:
Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 b1 (0, U, F) c2 (D, U, T) b3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
User

b1 (0, U, F) c2 (1, U, F) b3 (1, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)

After the reset, the User immediately sees that the value of Setting 1 is imposed by Admin 0,
whereas the values of Settings 2 and 3 are imposed by Admin 1. The main difference is that,
for Setting 2, the User now inherits the value c2.

24
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When the User starts a session, because the User has not yet explicitly modified Setting 3,
the User inherits directly the new value b3. However, as the user has already explicitly
modified Setting 2, the modification of Setting 2 made earlier by Admin 1 is not visible.
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6. The User explicitly changes Setting 2 to value d2 and Setting 4 to value b4:
Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 b1 (0, U, F) c2 (D, U, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

b1 (0, U, F) d2 (1, U, T) b3 (1, U, F) b4 (D, U, T)

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 b1 (0, L, F) c2 (D, L, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

b1 (0, 1, F) c2 (1, 1, F) b3 (1, U, F) b4 (D, U, T)

The User now inherits the values of Settings 1 and 2 directly: the values are locked so they
cannot be modified.
Note that the value locked for the Setting 1 is directly inherited from the Admin 0. The lock
and value can be set at different administration levels.
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7. Admin 1 locks Settings 1 and 2:
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8. Admin 1 unlocks Setting 1 and explicitly changes the value to d1:

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 d1 (0, U, T) c2 (D, L, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

d1 (1, U, F) c2 (1, 1, F) b3 (1, U, F) b4 (D, U, T)

Because the User has not yet explicitly changed (and therefore has not saved) Setting 1
before Admin 1 locked it earlier, the User now inherits the new value d1 from Admin 1
when the setting is unlocked.

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 d1 (0, U, T) e2 (D, U, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

d1 (1, U, F) d2 (1, U, T) b3 (1, U, F) b4 (D, U, T)

Earlier in the scenario (step 6), the User had already explicitly changed the value of Setting
2 to d2 before Admin 1 locked it. This value was saved. Consequently, because the lock is
no longer present, the User does not inherit the new value e2 from Admin 1 (as in step 8).
In this case, once the setting has been unlocked, the User retrieves the value set in step 6, i.e.
d2.
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9. Admin 1 unlocks Setting 2 and explicitly changes the value to e2:
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10. Admin 1 sets Setting1 to c1 and Setting 2 to c2 again and locks them:

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 c1 (0, L, F) c2 (D, L, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

c1 (0, 1, F) c2 (1, 1, F) b3 (1, U, F) b4 (D, U, T)

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 c1 (0, L, F) c2 (D, L, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

c1 (0, 1, F) c2 (1, 1, F) b3 (1, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)

12. Admin 1 unlocks Setting 1 and explicitly changes the value to d1, and unlocks Setting 2
and explicitly changes the value to e2:

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 d1 (0, U, T) e2 (D, U, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

d1 (1, U, F) e2 (1, U, F) b3 (1, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
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11. The User resets:
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It is important here to note the difference with step 9. The user reset the setting in step 11,
and has also lost all modifications, therefore the d2 value of the Setting 2 is lost and is not
restored.

13. The User now explicitly changes the values of all four settings like this:

Setting 1 is changed to e1
Setting 2 is changed to f2
Setting 3 is changed to c3
Setting 4 is changed to b4

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 b1 (D, U, T) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, U, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 d1 (0, U, T) e2 (D, U, T) b3 (D, U, T) a4 (D, U, F)
User

e1 (1, U, T) f2 (1, U, T) c3 (1, U, T) b4 (D, U, T)

Both Admin 1 and the User now inherit the locks and values of Settings 1 and 3, which can
no longer be modified.

15. Admin 0 resets:

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 a1 (D, L, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, L, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (D, U, T) a3 (D, 0, F) a4 (D, U, F)
User

a1 (D, 0, F) f2 (1, U, T) a3 (D, 0, F) b4 (D, U, T)

The locks are not removed by the reset, which works only on the values. Thus the two locks
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on Setting1 and 2 remain unchanged. The default value of Setting 1 is however restored.

16. The User finally resets the settings:

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 a1 (D, L, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, L, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (D, U, T) a3 (D, 0, F) a4 (D, U, F)
User

a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (1, U, F) a3 (D, 0, F) a4 (D, U, F)

17. Admin 1 sets Setting 4 to b4:

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 a1 (D, L, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, L, F) a4 (D, U, F)
Admin 1 a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (D, U, T) a3 (D, 0, F) b4 (D, U, T)
User

a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (1, U, F) a3 (D, 0, F) a4 (1, U, F)
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The value of Setting 2 is now e2, and the value of Setting 4 is now back to a4.
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18. Admin 0 sets Setting 4 to c4:

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 a1 (D, L, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, L, F) c4 (D, U, T)
Admin 1 a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (D, U, T) a3 (D, 0, F) b4 (0, U, T)
User

a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (1, U, F) a3 (D, 0, F) a4 (1, U, F)

Setting
/Level

Setting 1

Setting 2

Setting 3

Setting 4

Default

a1

a2

a3

a4

Admin 0 a1 (D, L, F) a2 (D, U, F) a3 (D, L, F) c4 (D, L, T)
Admin 1 a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (D, U, T) a3 (D, 0, F) c4 (0, 0, F)
User

a1 (D, 0, F) e2 (1, U, F) a3 (D, 0, F) c4 (0, 0, F)
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19. Admin 0 locks Setting 4:
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11. Recommendation
1) Do not cut / copy/ paste the settings when session is running.
2) Do not delete the settings when session is running.
3) Do not edit settings manually.
4) Do not rename the settings, otherwise it may get unusable.
5) Do not edit exported XML file manually.
6) If multiple CATIA’s are installed on a machine then don’t point the same folder path for
settings. Provide different path for each CATIA.
7) Always initiate the setting of version n with those of version n-1 by copy. However as the
downward compatibility is not insured, one has to make a copy of the whole directory.
If an administrator has many levels to manage, it is possible to share the same settings
directory so long it is administrated by the lowest version.
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Of course as soon as you have to administrate new setting that is not present in the oldest
version, one has to split the directories.
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